
Please handle with care and wear gloves at all times during assembly and installation 
to avoid damaging or marking components.!

Lunar Large Pendant
Installation Instructions
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TECHNICAL

bulb holder   230v; 1 x E27, 60 W max (PAR30 LED recommended).
   110v; 1 x E26, 60 W max (PAR30 LED recommended).

weight   17kg (37.5lbs)

cleaning  dust using a dry lint-free cloth as required

replacement/  please contact CTO Lighting
repairs

warranty  CTO Lighting warranty, 1 year from date of delivery

certi�cation   CE compliant

COMPONENTS

1x Zintec

1x Lunar Large

1x Inside Ring

Parts supplied as below, carefully unwrap them prior to installation
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For 230v.

Fix the ceiling plate to the ceiling. 
Ensure that suitable screws are being used 
for the surface you are mounting to.

1. For 110v.

Attach the zintec onto the junction box
(screws do provided). 

BEFORE INSTALLATION

- Installation must be carried out by a quali�ed electrician.
- A minimum of two people is required to install this pendant.
- Check that the ceiling �xing and components are suitable and strong enough to support the weight of the 
  pendant.
- Always wear soft cotton gloves when installing the �xture.

Raise the pendant towards the ceiling and 
make the electrical connection. 
Further raise the pendant, closing the ceiling box 
to the ceiling plate and secure 
with the provided screws.

NOTE: Ensure that the weight of the pendant 
is fully supported during the 
electrical installation.

2.



3.
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4.

Unscrew the two thumb-turn screws from the top of the can and gently lower down the can. 
Fit the bulb (not supplied), raise the can and screw the two screws back into place carefully.

Unscrew the bolt off the inner ring, bring the inner ring to the Lunar Large body and screw 
into place securely.
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5. Open the rings out of the Lunar Large 
as shown in the illustration.

Remove the can as per Step 3, replace the bulb, raise the can and screw it back to the bracket
by using the two brass thumb-turn screws. 

TO REPLACE THE BULB


